Certainly the horizontal scrolls in Chinese painting are a special thing, with no good parallel in the West however we may catch at the faint likeness to panoramas and the like. These scrolls can run to any length, and it is notable that in the Ming and Ch'ing periods they grew longer and longer and were sometimes praised for sheer length much as the endurance of a taxi dancer or an aviator is praised and headlined in our day. There may be a use for endurance for twentieth-century man. If he can stay in the air in a plane week after week over a given air field it may be that later he can fly 198
Detail from a horizontal landscape scroll. Ink on silk. Stung style. Attributed to Kuo Hsi. This scene, like those on the follozwing pages, is presented facing an adjoining portion of the scroll. round and round the globe for sheer pleasure or to drop the latest bomb if his government thinks it a good idea; but the stars which stay in the firmament year after year with no apparent effort at all and the arctic terns which twice a year wing back and forth between the poles as a matter of course must smile if they think of it.
The length of a scroll may well impress us, but sheer length of itself should not be considered a virtue. What is more striking and more important is that in these scrolls the painters have managed to convey to those who look at them a sense of intimacy with the landscapes represented. Of course the painters were intimate with these landscapes. Although the scenes often bear the names of actual places and often have recognizable features of the places whose names they bear, they are essentially the painters' own poetic fantasy of such places, part memory, part dream. And, just as dreams sometimes seem at the moment of waking more nearly perfect than reality, these paintings often have the quality of a dream brought clearly into the waking mind and set down on silk or paper.
One means by which the painters convey their intimacy with their subjects is to invite, to entice, the spectator into entering and beconling for a time part of the picture. The spectator must himself unroll and roll these horizontal scrolls, an action which immediately calls the muscles of his eyes into play. Hypnotists use this trick of calling eye muscles into play, but Chinese painters are more subtle, their purpose being not to knock the victim out but to lull him gently into projecting himself into the scene set for him. The trick works too.
MIore obvious but equally successful is the trick by which the painters influence us once they have lured us into their pictures. Again and again in these landscape scrolls a road or path appears at the beginning, and we are almost bound to follow it. These roads direct the attention of the spectator and instruct his vision. Now and again he must walk in the foreground, viewing the plains and distant hills; he is led on to the hills themselves, crosses bridges, climbs mountains, rests at high-placed temples; occasionally he may choose between the path and a boat, and often he is led com- Detail from a horizontal landscape scroll. Ink on paper. Sung style. Attributed to Tung Yuan.
In the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston it moves through space and measured in terms imposed upon it by the human mind-in sensory terms, visual, auditory. In music time moves measured and bespangled with starry sounds-bell and flute and violin. In the horizontal scrolls it moves defined in continuous visual sequence. In poetry it moves subject to both ear and eye: to ear when spoken, to eye when read. In all these there is also the indefinable element of the human mind stirring with immortal longings to be seen, to be heard, to be understood. The idea of making a painting behave like a poem or a piece of music may be new and alien to us in the West and take a deal of explaining, but it seems to have been such a natural development in the East from very early times that the Chinese have never seen anything puzzling about it at all. After all, the Chinese wrote poetry on similar scrolls, why not paint pictures on them? And so they did from quite early times. We have accounts of landscape scrolls as early as the fourth century. Lovely as many of the surviving Ch'an paintings are, the young and avid scholar, aware that behind them must have been something more noble and more perfectly expressed, is apt to forget the qualities they have and, for want of a group of examples accepted as first rate, condemn them all as secondary works of art. It is true that the most generous, the most optimistic, the most tolerant admirer of Chinese painting would be hard put to it to name ten large hanging scrolls of first quality which are generally acknowledged to be actually of the Sung period and even if of the Sung period to be of the best. In this matter opinions and taste differ. Some admire most the hanging landscape scroll in the Boston Museum once called Hsia Kuei and now primly called style of Hsia Kuei, with any number of people ready to call it a Ming copy. This is a large, squarish picture, the subject of which is a massive hill, its lower levels hidden by mist, with a promontory, a group of wind-blown trees, a fisherman's net, and the fisherman himself following a path through the trees. This above all other of the larger landscapes is the best example of what East and West claim for the Ch'an school-a statement profound and simple of the majesty of the immortal hills and the relation of man to them. Thus the painter saw them, thus he set them down; this, he says in effect, is the way it is between man and wind and mountains, and that is one thing that the Ch'an landscapists gently repeat and repeat and repeat.
As for the horizontal scrolls, so dour and grim are contemporary scholars that they will
